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FROM THE CHAPLAIN

THE QUONDAM EDITOR

Reflections on Rio 2016

Celebration

ALEX CACOURIS

MICHAEL ROYSTER
The Quondam was impressed by Rio 2016. He didn’t expect to
be, but he was.
Moreover, what impressed him most was the Paralympics and
how successful they were with Cariocas. Halfway through the
“regular” Games, fewer than 300,000 tickets for the Paralympics
had been sold. The media were abuzz with rumours that there
would be vast empty seating sections at all the events, that some
events would be cancelled for lack of funds or lack of interest
by potential spectators ignorant of the rules, and so forth and
so on.
Guess what? By the time the Paralympic Games ended, over
two (2) million tickets had been sold! While there were some
empty seats at many events, there were far fewer than anyone had
predicted. This can be attributed to (a) lowered ticket prices for
lots of events; and (b) a spontaneously evolving curiosity on the
part of Cariocas to discover what the “disabled” or “handicapped”
could do.

As George Stilgoe has stated so poignantly in his contribution to
this issue, what happened here was a sudden awakening to the fact
(a fact little known to most of us, the Quondam included) that
“disabled” or “handicapped” people can do astonishing things.
Those of us who saw any of the Paralympic events marveled at the
competence shown by the competitors.

I am delighted to have been invited to write this month’s Chaplain’s
Corner, and it is high time I introduce myself formally to Umbrella
readers. My wife Jane, our three children, and I all touched down
in Rio four months ago from Twickenham in West London where
we had lived for twelve years, and where I had most recently been
Curate at a fairly lively Anglican church.

In this sense, Rio became a city of marvels, as well as a marvelous
city. That, in the Quondam’s view, is the true legacy of Rio 2016.

I haven’t always been a clergyman; I worked for just over twelve
years in Marketing and Advertising which I loved, but had felt a call
many years ago to pursue a different route and that came quicker in
the end than I think Jane and I expected. So here we are, settled in
Botafogo and encouraged and excited by the opportunities ahead
for Christ Church, as we serve here alongside Mark Simpson,
Christ Church Chaplain, and his wife Jess. Mark and I have known
each other for six years, having studied at the same Theological
College together—it’s good to be amongst friends here.

Last month we at The Umbrella invited you, our readers, to take
a moment to consider how Rio de Janeiro has changed and
will be changed by Rio 2016. We have received a few thoughts,
for which we’re exceedingly grateful, but not as many as we’d
like. Nevertheless, don’t worry if you missed this deadline or
just wanted a bit more time to sort out how you feel about Rio
2016’s legacies—we’ll still be receptive for contributions to our
November issue. In the meantime, just continue basking in fond
memories.

Parque Olímpico, Barra da Tijuca

One of the first initiatives we’ve been able to get involved with has
been the Olympics and Paralympic games. I have to admit most
of our friends in the UK thought this was the only reason we felt
‘called’ to Brazil but I can assure you it was simply an added bonus.
And what a bonus! Despite all the talk of unfinished stadiums,
Zika epidemic and violence, I thought Rio did a superb job of
hosting the world and hosting a hugely successful games. For our
little part we ran two events at Christ Church during the games – a
Super Saturday and then a Super Sunday Family Fun day, inviting
the English-speaking community to come and celebrate with kids’
games, crafts, a wide-screen TV showing the Games, including
food, soft drinks, beer and wine.

We were delighted to host a total of 300 people at these two
events—a great mixture of young and old, families and singles.
Celebration is important to us at Christ Church because we think
it is important to God. In our increasingly busy, efficient and
time-maximised lives, pausing to celebrate life can seem like an
indulgence, a distraction from the important tasks of life. It isn’t.
Laughing, celebrating and joy are tonic for the human spirit and
in those moments I think we get a clearer view of the life that God
has in mind for us.
We are so glad to be here in Rio and look forward to meeting you
(dear reader) either at one of the wonderful events the BCS host or
at Christ Church itself.
Alex Cacouris
Associate Chaplain

Disclaimer: The editors of The Umbrella accept no responsibility for claims made either in the ads or the classifieds,
and the opinions expressed in the articles published are those of the writers, and not of The Umbrella.

FEELING LEFT OUT?

YOU’RE WELCOME!
WELL, JUMP RIGHT IN!
Join the BCS and you won’t miss a thing.
Culture, sports, music, entertainment of every stripe, opportunities
for giving of yourself to worthwhile causes, and, above all, the
companionship and support of like-minded folk. Joining
the BCS is easy, a one-stop process, with multiple rewards.
Go to our website and you’re nearly done. Or, if you prefer,
contact our office, 2537-6695, and we’ll talk you through it.
You don’t know what you’re missing. Nor do we,
until we know you a little better. You’re so very welcome.
British and Commonwealth Society
Rua Real Grandeza, 99. Botafogo. Tel.: 2537-6695.
Email: bcsrio@bcs.org.br Website: www.bcsrio.org.br
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BRITISH &
COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY (BCS)
A splendid evening in aid of RICE – Rio
International Cello Encounter – was
enjoyed by more than 70 people at the
lovely home of British Consul General
Jonathan Dunn and his wife Karen.
“An Evening with David Chew” was a
winning combination of several of life’s
best pleasures: delightful entertainment,
delicious food and drink, great
company and beautiful surroundings
(photos: Mary Alice Whyte).

Chef Zuza of Zuza Búzios and his
team, ably assisted by sous-chef Daniel
Chew, provided a stunning menu of
five different small dishes and dessert
created especially for the event, which
he described as “a gastronomic tribute
to David Chew”. Indeed, each dish
alluded to some part of David’s life and
achievements and reading the menu
provided an insight into his amazing life.

Chef Zuza, Alicia Lorvo, Chef Daniel Chew

Anna Whyte, Jenny Byers

WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)
Christmas Bazaar

Two tango dancers, 11 musicians and a
further 13-piece cello ensemble from the
UNICAMP university entertained guests
with a variety of musical styles, from
jazz, to Villa-Lobos to the bandoneon,
with rich performances that were
enthusiastically received by the guests.
The event raised a whopping R$11.000
for RICE.
The BCS and event organisers (Anna
Whyte and Vicky Staniforth) would
like to thank the Dunns for being such
generous hosts. Special thanks also to
Chef Zuza and Karl Lillienwald for the
dinner and the service staff, Mary Alice
Whyte for photos, DJ Tee for music.

Alison and Andrew Munns, Marcos and Natalie Campos

David Chew O.B.E. between Jake and
Gabi Van Der Dries

BCS also thank all the raffle sponsors,
particularly Grand Hyatt Rio Hotel
for having supplied the grand prize,
a stay for two persons, and a separate
prize of a Spa Treatment.
Other much coveted and appreciated
prizes included:
• a hand-made silver ring from Atelier
Tolipan;
• “English Garden” and “Moroccan”
blouses from Loja Ubud;

Ines Mello e Souza, Bill Grant, Jenny Byers

• Necklace and bracelet by Francesca
Romana Diana;
• Dinner-for-2 at Zuza Búzios;
• 2 Special Combinado Omura Feasts
from Restaurante Ki;
• Dinner-for-2 at Pobre Juan;
• Granado Gift Basket;
• Dinner for 2 at Flashback; and

John Sapieha, Bridget Novaes, Peter Tabor
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• Coffee table book

MC; Chef Joel and the team for the
delicious cottage pie dinner; Wainer
Guimarães and AST youngsters
for helping; the BCS events team –
Anna, Vicky, Donald, Ric, Mônica,
Jenny, Luiz; and of course Mary
Alice Whyte, for her wonderful
photographs, a selection of which
appears in this issue of The Umbrella.
To see all the photos, go to <www.
bcsrio.org.br> and under the News &
Photos tab select Photogallery.

David Chew with Jake and Gabi van den Dries

Beatles Night 2016
Once again the BCS Beatles Night
attracted record attendance to the
Jubilee Hall for an evening of music
and dance celebrating some of the
Beatles’ greatest hits. The event was in
support of Art & Social Transformation
<www.catrj.com>, their music and
dance workshops at the British School
and in local communities, as well as
its CalArts study abroad programs
<www.calarts.edu/cap>. We are proud
to report that through generous
donations and raffle ticket sales on the
night, over R$5,000 was donated to Art
& Social Transformation.
Highlights: A great opening act from
the British School Barra Band – some
promising talent there! The Beatles
Choir – beautiful four part harmonies
and several old favourites. The
Midnight Hour Band – had everyone
on their feet and bopping. Definitely
one of the best nights ever.
Thanks to: Martin Hester – Coorganiser of the event and Beatles
Choir director, and Ines Rufino,
Beatles Choir pianist; Neville
Thorley & The Midnight Hour Band;
Andy Casterton (TBS Director of
Music), Zezo Olimpio and Pedro
Reis (TBS Music), Richard Wilson –

We are now only two months away
from the Christmas Bazaar. The ladies
of the WDA are working very hard on
a varied selection of embroidered items
such as hand towels/tea towels etc., for
the handicraft stall. These articles make
very nice Christmas gifts. If you have
not already done so, please make a note
in your agenda - this year the Bazaar will
take place on Saturday 3rd December,
starting 2 pm. As usual, it will be held
in the Jubilee Hall, Christ Church, Rua
Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo.
Some of our readers will have received
our annual letter appealing for items
for the Swiss Lottery and the Giant
Raffle. Anything you can send along
to us, from small items of propaganda
such as pens or agendas bearing your
logo to items that can be included
in the Raffle, will be welcome. It is a
good way to gain a little free publicity
and will help the WDA to raise funds
for different charities at the end of the
year. If you did not receive a copy of
the letter but would like to contribute,
your help will be much appreciated.
White Elephant Stall – We wish to
make a special appeal for this stall,
which is always a popular feature at the

Bazaar. Throughout the year, any items
we receive that are almost new and
in good condition that can be sold as
Christmas gifts as well as for personal
use, we set aside for the White Elephant
Stall. If you have any household items,
ornaments etc, children’s toys, games,
jigsaw puzzles, that you could let us
have, they would be very welcome.
Deliveries can be made any day during
the week to Karen, secretary, Christ
Church, telephone 2226-7332, from
11am to 2 pm or to the BCS assistant
secretary, Monica, telephone 25376695 between 8.30 am and 4.30 pm.
Please remember that between 2 pm
and 3.30 pm when school classes finish,
cars are not allowed into the grounds.
Christmas Crackers will be decorating
the shelves again this year. In the
photo, (from left to right) Olive
Arantes, Maria Santana, Mara Cabral
and Guaracy Gigli with the colourful
boxes of Christmas crackers.
Note: We are running short of shoe
boxes for the crackers. If you have any
empty boxes of this size, we would be
very grateful if you could send them
along to us.
Reminder: As usual, our marmalades,
pickles and chutneys will only be
on sale up to October 15th when we
temporarily stop selling these products
in order to stock up for the Bazaar.
We are counting on your support to
ensure the event will be successful.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF RIO DE JANEIRO
October and November will be busy,
busy, busy days for the American
Society, as we hit the home stretch of
our 99th year in existence.

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL
MEETING (AGE)!
The Board has proposed amending
the Statutes to provide that officers
(President, Vice President, Treasurer
and Secretary) will be elected for
two-year terms, as are the Board of
Governors; currently officers serve for
only one year which creates additional
bureaucracy with our bank. A draft of
the proposed change will be sent to all
paid-up members before the meeting.
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The AGE will be held Monday,
October 17, at 6.30 pm at the Salão
Marubo of the J.W.Marriott Hotel
in Copacabana, immediately prior
to our monthly Board meeting that
starts at 7pm. All members are invited
to attend, and if you’re not a paid-up
member yet, you should come along
and join up, because there are lots of
benefits available.
In this connection, as of 2017 (our
Centennial Year) we will need a new
slate of officers, and we’re looking
for volunteers who want to become
involved.
Speaking of Membership, the Board
has determined to maintain the
same dues as those of the last few
years: R$150 for couples, R$100 for
singles, discounts for seniors and
others: details are on our site: <www.
americansocietyrio.org> or on our
Facebook page: American Society of Rio
de Janeiro (AmSoc Rio).
The other good news is that if you
join now, at the end of 2016, your
membership will last through the end
of 2017—our Centennial Year! The
first benefit of paid-up membership is
pointed out directly below.
US ELECTION NIGHT VIEWING
PARTY!
As everyone on this planet knows, the
US Presidential Election has generated
more excitement than those for many
years. Controversy swirls—but all will
be resolved on Tuesday November 8.
On that date, in conjunction with the
US Consulate in Rio, AmSoc will host
a viewing party at the J.W.Marriott
Hotel in Copacabana. It will start at
9pm, just as the first state polls have
closed. American Society members
who have reserved in advance will be
more than welcome—BUT! You will
only be admitted if you are fully paid
up! You can join in advance, or you can
join at the door, but RSVP is absolutely
essential, as there is a numerical limit
5
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died overseas or was killed in action
overseas there was often no musical
tribute to his passing. This was deemed
unsatisfactory and so the custom of the
regimental bugler sounding the Last
Post over the grave was born.

The hotel will provide free food and
snacks to everyone and there will be a
cash bar available. The party will stay
open until ... well, until we know the
final results or we all fall asleep.

The Last Post is a simple but powerful
symbol, signifying not only the end of
the day, but also of earthly life. It grips
those that hear it with it its sombre
notes falling in pitch, slowly and
painfully, with an ending that makes
the loss seem real, even to those not
directly involved. And after a period
of silence, its haunting memory still
lingering, it enhances the strength of
Reveille with its message of rebirth into
eternal life.

THANKSGIVING!
Once again our sponsor J.W. Marriott
Hotel in Copacabana is the venue for
our annual Thanksgiving Day Dinner.
It will begin at 7pm on Thursday,
November 24. The menu will be all
those tasty things you are used to in the
USA for Thanksgiving, and the price
will be a measly R$ 130 for members;

non-members are R$180, children 0-5
free, 6-11 pay R$65. Soft drinks will be
free and there will be a cash bar run
by the Hotel. There will once again
be a grand raffle, with the proceeds
donated to charity. No need to be
present to win, because raffle tickets
will be be sold at our AGE on October
17th, at our Halloween Happy Hour
on October 31st, and at the Election
Night Viewing Party on November
8th. More details in the November
issue of the Umbrella and from the
American Society newsletters — but of
course you need to join to get those.
HALLOWEEN HAPPY HOUR!
Yes, Virginia, October 31st is the real
Hallowe’en, meaning the Eve of All
Hallows on November 1st, which is
better known as All Saints Day. In
order to engender more Halloween
Happiness, we’ve chosen Tuesday,
November 1st for our Happy Hour,
as the Day After is All Souls Day,
November 2nd, a national holiday in
Brazil, so nobody has to go to work
after doing trick or treat the night
before. We’ll find a suitable venue,
where ghosts and goblins and ghouls
can go bump in the night without
6

spooking the neighbours. We’ll keep
our members posted.

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
(RBL)
THE LAST POST
I am most grateful to Joe Holmes for
mentioning to me, some time ago, the
story of The Last Post. Nowadays, it is
played at special military services and
especially at the annual Remembrance
Service. This leads nicely into my
reminding readers that this year
Remembrance Sunday is the 13th of
November 2016. At our Services we
have been most fortunate in having
Alison Correa do Lago sound The Last
Post in the manner and style of the
very best military trumpeter.
In its origins The Last Post had nothing
to do with the sadness of mourning
brave souls lost during war. Military
routine was run by bugle calls, each
distinctly sounding the start or
completion of a particular task. With
basically only one timepiece on board
the Navy ran its day by pipes made on a
Bosun’s Call, a rousing Call The Hands
at the start of the day, Hands to Dinner
and Out Pipes being some of them —
there are many more. In British Army
camps, there were no watches for the
soldiers, so some two dozen or so bugle
calls during the day gave the orders of
the day when the Last Post was written
in the 1790s.
A soldier’s day started with the call
of Reveille, signifying ‘Awake’ and at
the end of the day the First Post was
sounded. This announced the duty
officer’s rounds of sentry posts and
other stations to ensure all was secure
for the night. On completion of the
last inspection the Last Post would be
sounded signifying ‘Secure’.

As the years passed, encompassing
two World Wars and many military
campaigns, the Last Post was heard
much more frequently by military
and civilian personnel alike, at mass
military cemeteries and national
ceremonies. It became much more the
symbol of death and remembrance
rather than merely the end of the day.
Today, with its extended pauses, it has
created greater sorrowful impact by
lasting about 75 seconds, instead of
the comparatively jaunty 45 seconds
of the original piece. Its penetration
of our daily lives and culture has
continually grown, as it is sounded at
international ceremonies, even those
of independence, and for the passing
of world leaders.
One of the documents that describes
the evolution of the Last Post mentions
Arthur Lane, a British soldier captured
by the Japanese in the fall of Singapore
and taken to work on the notorious
Burma Railway. He was a bugler and
had his bugle with him, so his sad
duty was to sound the Last Post for
comrades that died in prisoner of war
camps. Known as the ‘the musician
to the dead’, he carefully recorded the
names of those for whom he played,
and at the end of the war he noted he
had played the Last Post over three
thousand times.

The Pied Piper of the Paralympics
Richard Laver is a very busy chap. He is known to many
of us as a highly respected simultaneous interpreter and
translator; he recently joined the BCS Council as an alternate;
he also manages the Japanese restaurant Ki, on Fonte da
Saudade and is generous with his donations of raffle prizes at
community events. But “busy” and “generous” took on new
meaning in September, when Richard launched a campaign
to raise money to take state school kids to the Paralympic
games.
What started as a small idea publicised amongst his friends
on social media went “viral” as his friends shared the post,
and their friends shared it, and before long he was receiving
donations and encouragement from hundreds of people
he didn’t even know. Richard approached a friend who
is a teacher in a state school and they originally came up
with the number of 440 students and 40 teachers. However
donations came in thick and fast and in total he was able to
buy 540 student tickets and 50 tickets for the teachers who
accompanied them, to watch goalball, sitting volleyball and
wheelchair basketball.
“The kids were thrilled”, says Richard. “They had never been
to major sporting events and were amazed to see the arenas
and also to be amongst so many foreigners.” Perhaps even
more significantly, on one day they took two wheelchair
users, who loved the experience and were surprised to
discover that they had “options”. “They had never seen any
para-sport and were so happy to be there,” he adds.
We know there were other initiatives to get underprivileged
children to the Paralympics: an international crowd-funding
campaign supported by Rio 2016 and the IPC called
#FillTheSeats raised US$440,000, allowing 15,000 children
to attend the Paralympics; and Rio 2016 also teamed up with
the State government to provide tickets for 33,000 children.
However, that doesn’t diminish Richard’s achievement and
he is extremely happy with the result. “Personally, it was
very rewarding to have been able to do a very little something
for these kids, and also to see that so many friends were
willing to contribute. Many people offered to help, even some
unemployed who said they had no money, but who would be
able to help taking the kids.”

Rio’s Paralympics have been successful beyond all
expectations. When the Olympic Games finished, and with
barely three weeks until the start of the Paralympics, only
around 12% of the tickets had been sold and budget cuts
were being threatened. Did these special athletes just capture
the public’s imagination? Did price reductions matter?
Whatever the reasons, ticket sales suddenly rocketed and
with sales of over 2 million tickets, Rio overtook Beijing and
was second only to London.

Worthy Causes

on the number of people we can
host, and we will give preference to
those who’ve already paid up their
memberships. To book your place,
please contact <events.amsoc@gmail.
com>.

Richard Laver has been a significant contributor to that. We
at The Umbrella and the BCS are proud to feature one of our
community who has contributed so much to a marvellous
event.
Jenny Byers

Our Royal British Legion Remembrance Service is expected to take place
at Christ Church, Botafogo, at 10:30
on Sunday the 13th of November.
Everyone is most welcome.

In the middle of the 19th century
another role for the 60-year-old music
emerged. Many military bands were
complemented by civilian bandsmen
and bandmasters. They were under
no obligation to journey overseas
with their regiments and if a soldier
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THEATRE

NAN CARIOCA

Yes, we have bananas!

LOVE STORY, O MUSICAL
EWA PROCTER

NAN HIRSCH
public golf course and, best of all, the slalom canoe venue built for
the Games has been transformed into a swimming area.
Yes!
Mission (almost) accomplished. After a little over two months of
living in a frenzy, wearing the yellow, green, white and blue colours
of the Brazilian flag, hosting people from all corners of the globe
(including approximately 10.700 athletes), flaunting its beauty
(and its scars), Rio de Janeiro has survived, notwithstanding all the
disses from cynics: discredit, disbelief and dissembling. History
was written in fire, sweat, courage, tears and smiles. Rio has one
more legend – it is now an Olympic City - added to its saga and its
face is changed forever.
Yes!

After a successful run at the Imperator
theatre located in Méier, where it had its
Brazilian opening, “Love Story, O Musical”
has now moved to the Teatro Fashion Mall
– Sala 1 for new presentations.
Based on the novel “Love Story” by
American writer Erich Segal, it became the
successful 1970 film with the same title,
starring Ali MacGraw and Ryan O’Neal.
In 2010, “Love Story” was considered one
of the most emblematic love stories of all
times, and it gave rise to a musical version
in England.
The musical’s authors were British: Stephen
Clark and Howard Goodall, and now it
has been translated into Portuguese by
Artur Xexéo. Thisr Brazilian production
is under the general (and outstanding)
direction of Tadeu Aguiar. We should stress
that this play is the first in Brazil to have
a 100% black cast; however, the story has
neither an afro theme, nor are the actors
members of a single company. It happens
that, back in January this year, when the
director evaluated the tests and résumés of
all candidates, he came to the conclusion
that almost two out of three of the best were
black actors. Therefore, Aguiar decided to
have a full cast of Afro-Brazilians!
If you have seen the film “Love Story” in
the past, you probably do not need the
explanation below. However, as so many
years have gone by, I believe it is worthwhile
refreshing your memory. In short, the story
is this.
Oliver Barrett IV is a Law student at
Harvard, and Jennifer Cavilleri is a Music
student at Radcliffe. He is very rich and she
8

is poor. He is a sportsman and she plays the
piano. But, although they are very different,
they fall madly in love. His family is against
the marriage, and disinherits him.
Even so, Ollie marries Jenny, and they live
happily until a terrible discovery completely
changes their destinies. They are very much
in love, and we must all remember that love
is a universal feeling, and does not change
with the passing of centuries. At this point
I quote Robert Browning’s (1812-1889)
definition of love: “The story always old and
always new.”
The musical opened in 2010 at the
Chichester Festival Theatre in Sussex, and
received such enthusiastic reception from
critics that, the very same year, it opened
at the Duchess Theatre in London’s West
End, where it got three nominations for
the Laurence Olivier Awards. The show
also toured Holland and Russia (20132014) with local productions. In the United
States, it was staged in Philadelphia in 2012.
And now in Brazil…
The leading roles here are performed by
Kakau Gomes and Fabio Ventura; there are
special participations by Sergio Menezes,
Ronnie Marruda, and Flavia Santana;
the dancing and singing chorus has Ester
Freitas, Rafaela Fernandes, Suzana Santana,
Raí Valadão, Emílio Farias and Caio
Giovani.
All things considered, this is a happy
musical! It is also a very enjoyable show,
visually. Special mention must go to
the beautiful sets by Edward Monteiro,
that change and bring about different
atmospheres, accompanied by the excellent

As to the bananas mentioned above, they were inspired by Martin
Hester’s latest Umbrella column about popular Brazilian music: the
composer Braguinha listed several motives for Brazilian pride in
his Carnival song “Yes, nós temos bananas” (yes, we have bananas).
Now, indeed, we have an improved city to call our own!

lighting of Aurélio di Simoni, and very good
costumes by Ney Madeira and Dani Vidal.
Choreography by Alan Resende is an added
bonus, as the stage at Teatro Fashion Mall is
not terribly large, but at no time does it give
the impression of being cramped.

Or, as we said before,
“YES!”

The musical direction by Liliane Secco is no
surprise, as she is always excellent. However,
she gets better and better from one musical
to the next. The seven musicians who live
their various instruments (piano, two
violins, guitar, cello, bass, and viola) at the
back of the stage are also a very talented
group.
“Love Story, o Musical” plays at the Teatro
Fashion Mall, Sala 1. This is one of two
theatres located at the Shopping Fashion
Mall, Estrada da Gávea, 899 – São
Conrado. There is paid parking inside the
mall. However, if you do not feel like driving,
there are a number of taxis outside the
mall after the theatres close. Performances
take place on Friday and Saturday at 9pm,
and 8pm on Sundays. Tickets cost R$
70 (seventy reais) on Fridays, and R$ 90
(ninety reais) on Saturdays and Sundays.
The box office is open from Tuesday to
Sunday. The show lasts for ninety minutes
with no interval and is deemed suitable for
young people over the age of ten.
In closing, I want to add that the show will
run at this theatre until the 23rd of October,
but there is always the possibility of it either
being extended or moved again to another
theatre.
(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre
translator, and Vice-President of the
Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.

Boulevard Olímpico, Praça XV

Yes, we have a redeveloped downtown waterfront area! Yes, it
is now, really, only a twelve-minute trip from Leblon to Jardim
Oceânico in Barra da Tijuca by tube, and by car, at least on a
couple of recent journeys, about twenty minutes during the rush
hour. Keep your fingers crossed. Not hallucination, not a dream,
not imagination!
Thank you Olympic Games! Of course, eventually, many changes
would have had to be made in order to improve traffic in Rio, but
the biggest athletic event in the world was a major determinant.
Yes!
For four years Zona Sul lived in a huge jobsite, caged in by plywood
walls, feeling the ground shake from the hydraulic piledrivers and
heavy trucks, suffering with the dust and the smoke, and with
many closed doors businesses—there has been a steep price to pay
when progress arrives. However, Cariocas (and visitors too) now
have the transportation options of BRT, VLT and MetrôRio Line 4.
Meaning we can have more time to enjoy our beloved city.
Yes!
In health care, we have inherited a brand new medical research
laboratory; four schools will benefit from the material used to
build arenas of the Olympic park. On the sports side, we got a
9

Street Child United Brazil brings amputee David Santos to
Paralympics

Following the Olympic Games in
Rio from 5th to 21st August we were
given the unforgettable opportunity
of watching the Rio 2016 Paralympic
Games, which started on 7th September
and ended on 18th September.

The games were a success, with an
announced 2.1 million tickets sold
and a wonderful supporting crowd
made up of the public, proud relatives
and parents of athletes from Brazil and
abroad and fellow athletes participating
in other events.
The
International
Paralympic
Committee developed a structure
of classification of categories of the
various disabilities to promote fairness
and place the contenders in a category
where their fellow competitors are of a
similar level of disability.
Below is just a sample of the points that
spring to mind;
The staff and volunteers so well
recognized by Sir Philip Craven in his
closing speech “Thank you to every
member of the Rio 2016 Organising
Committee for staging these excellent
Games. Thank you to the IPC Staff Team.
Thank you to every partner, every Games
Official, and especially every volunteer.
Your yellow t-shirts shone as brightly as
your smiles; you are the unsung heroes of
the Games. You are the best of Brazil.”
The proud parents from Brazil and
many countries who had come to see
a son or daughter who had battled

Rio 2016 volunteers

Hannah Cockroft is the first female wheelchair athlete to crack the two-minute mark in the
800m (Photo: Getty Images/Paul Gilham)

against difficulties to perform as world
class athletes.
The sportsmanship on the podium
when receiving medals, the mutual
congratulations—there was never a
sign of ill feeling because the wrong
person won.
Mariyappan Thangavelu of India won
a gold medal when he hopped on one
foot in the direction of a bar 1.89m
high and leapt over it.
Abdelllatif Baka of Algeria ran 1500
metres in a time that would have won
him the gold medal if he had run in the
regular Olympics!
Marieke Vervoot of Belgium with a
degenerative disease and permission
for euthanasia but in spite of the pain
was driven forward by her participation
in the Paralympics.
There was an onsite factory for the
manufacture and repair of artificial
(prosthetic) limbs, bicycles, blades etc.,
offering same day service and run by
specialists from various countries.

Daniel Dias from Brazil swam his way
to 24 medals in Paralympic games,
setting a new world record
Terezinha Guilhermina from Brazil ,
a gold medalist in London 2012 and a
great hope for Brazil was disqualified;
but when interviewed she said “I will
get over this, I am a psychologist.”
Those athletes who have lost part of
their lower limbs running on blades to
times compatible with the Olympics.
Athletes with reduced vision running
with their guides—where on earth do
you find a guide who can run like that?
This year the guides also received welldeserved medals.
Ukraine, a country in economic crisis
and under severe tension with its
neighbors, showed that when a country
has a policy of developing sport for
people with disabilities, the results are
obvious and splendid.
In summary at the closing ceremony
169 flags from the countries
participating were carried into the
stadium showing the worldwide extent
of the event and Sir Philip Craven in
his closing speech “Paralympians,
your exceptional performances focused
the world on your sensational abilities.
People were in awe at what you could do
and forgot about what they believed you
could not.”

The British Consulate in Rio and
Street Child United Brazil teamed
up to bring amputee David Santos to
the Paralympic Games, and meet his
Paralympic heroes. David represented Brazil at the Street Child Games
earlier this year in Rio as an athlete
and ambassador for street children
worldwide. On his return home to
Fortaleza he was involved in an accident, in which he lost his leg. It’s
amazing he survived, but his life has
been forever changed. After much
surgery, David is recovering well and
is looking ahead to the next phase of
his life with a hugely positive outlook.
He had dreamed of becoming a footballer, but has now spoken of his new
ambition: to become a Paralympic
swimmer.
David swaps stories with legendary all- rounder Jody Cundy M.B.E

David joined Street Child United Brazil in Rio for the Paralympics, watching the sports events, visiting the
Athlete’s Village and meeting some of
Team GB’s incredible gold medal winning athletes, including Jonnie Peacock, Jody Cundy and Will Bayley.

really surprised, I’ve played with amputees before, I always admire them –
it’s a bit hard when they hit you in the
leg with crutches, but … how far he’s
come! … it’s unbelievable.”

In an interview with ITV News, David said, “So many Paralympians are
inspiring, I found it amazing to watch
people with only one leg jumping,
running and cycling, and to see what
they can do.” And it isn’t just David
who has been inspired. Team GB
footballer Michael Barker said, “I was

Street Child United is supporting an
appeal raising money to improve David’s family home in Fortaleza, north
Brazil, to improve his quality of life,
ensure a continued return to normality and better the living situation of
his whole family as they adjust to his
new reality.

The Umbrella is supporting David,
too. To us, he’s an example of grit
and determination, qualities he
shares with the thousands of paralympian athletes who came to Rio
and made us stop, think and revisit our preconceptions. Join us.
Place your hopes in David’s future
by making a donation through
Associação das Crianças de Rua,
Banco do Brasil, Ag. 0087-6, CC
40321-0. We’ll keep you posted on
David’s progress through his new
life.

Worthy Causes

Rio Paralympic Games

During the 11 days those who either
went to some of the events or watched
the extensive coverage on cable TV
(lamentably, the coverage on free to
air TV was very limited) were treated
to the most wonderful spectacle of
athletic ability, sportsmanship, human
solidarity and a lesson in how people
can overcome disabilities.

DEADLINE

Please note that the deadline for the
November 2016 edition is: Monday, October 17th.

This echoed the comment of a Brazilian
athlete in a wheelchair, made a couple
of days before the event: “Over the next
few days you think you are going to
see a bunch of coitadinhos (poor little
things); but afterwards, people will look
at us for what we were able to do rather
than what we cannot do.”
George Stilgoe
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Beatles Night
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To see all the photos, go to www.bcsrio.org.br and under the News & Photos tab select Photogallery.

Photos: Mary Alice Whyte

50 years of the yellow submarine
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The Secret Weapon and The Princess Royal
The British School, Rio de Janeiro, has been called many things in its 92 year history, but, that we know of, it’s never been
called a “Secret Weapon” before. Yet this is precisely how the School was headlined in a Daily Telegraph article by Simon
Briggs. Here’s what he said:

The British School

The secret weapon behind Team GB’s Olympics success: the British School of Rio de Janeiro
What do Max Whitlock, Andy
Murray and the women’s hockey
team have in common? Yes, they
have all won gold in Rio, but then
so have more than 40 Britons. The
other link is that they all spent
their spare time in Rio at Great
Britain’s PED – or performanceenhancing den. We are talking
about the British School – the
secret weapon of Team GB. If the
British House was the public face
of the delegation, a fancy castlelike building used for hosting
sponsors and media bigwigs, then
the School has been the real nervecentre of the operation. Equipped
with a 25m swimming pool, a
boxing ring, and a dojo for judo
and taekwondo, it has offered
athletes a training base away
from the hectic, overcrowded
facilities at the Olympic Village.”

Medal Winning Planning
How did all this come about? John
Nixon, M.B.E., Director of The British
School was obviously in on the secret
even before the start. “For the past
few years, TBS has been working with
Team GB to organise opportunities
for British athletes to train with their
coaches at the School’s Barra Unit
during the Olympic Games. It was felt
important for the athletes to have a
quiet, relaxing environment for them
to meet friends and family, receive
physiotherapy and meet with coaches
and performance analysts. The Barra
Unit of The British School became
a very important part of Team GB’s
strategy for winning as many medals as
possible.”

Medal Winning Results
As we all now know, Team GB broke
a number of records with their medal
14

haul by celebrating 67 medals in
total – more than on home ground
during the 2012 London Olympics.
There’s a straight line between ‘cause’
and ‘effect’ and the proud smiles all
‘round to be seen at TBS Barra Unit
are fully justified. The British Olympic
Association set up lodges for the
athletes and their families in Athens
and Beijing but Rio was the first time
they were able to bring everything
together under one welcoming roof:
training facilities, restaurant and family
space, safely away from the madness of
the Olympic Village or selfie-seeking
smartphones.

and receptions in Rio de Janeiro. On
August 10, 2016, she too experienced
Team GB’s Secret Weapon, and
visited the Barra Unit of The British
School.

Mr. Nixon goes on to explain, “The
athletes and coaches appreciated the
calm atmosphere of the Barra Unit,
compared to the hustle and bustle of the
Athletes’ Village or other training sites.
Certainly the food in our cafeteria was
a big hit with everyone. Most people
chose to eat at TBS every day,” which
isn’t something you hear said about
school food very often.

The Princess, clad in the BOA uniform
– blue track suit, red runners – with
her plastic credential draped around
her neck, accompanied by her equally
relaxed husband, Vice Admiral
Sir Timothy Laurence, toured the
site with John and Luiza Nixon
and the Chairman of the Board of
Governors, Chris McLauchlan. This
was McLauchlan’s second brush with
royalty care of The British School:
he was a little flag-waving boy in
short trousers when Princess Anne’s
mother, HM The Queen, visited the
School’s Botafogo site in 1968.

The Princess Royal Visits

table proves it. The Princess Royal
knows The British School as the
“secret weapon”: she experienced its
performance enhancing atmosphere
at first hand. The Daily Telegraph
has told the world about the “secret
weapon.” Back here in carioca-land,
we’re just proud that the “secret
weapon” is such a pivotal element in
our community. There’s no podium
or anthem for this one, but a gold
medal goes to The British School,
Barra Unit especially, and the many
who worked so hard to make this all
happen.

Fencing

“During the visit,” says John Nixon,
“Princess Anne was introduced
to our student volunteers and she
talked to them individually about
their school life and studies, as well
as their role as volunteers for Team
GB. As always, our students were
great ambassadors for our school and
the Princess was very impressed with
their attitude and enthusiasm.”

Line Up

Chatting to the crew

“During the tour,” a proud John
Nixon explains, “the Princess saw
all the facilities, including our new
building, and the visitors were able
to talk to the athletes about their
training and preparation for their
various events and competitions. The
tour culminated in the school’s new
multi-purpose hall where boxing,
fencing and judo practices were
taking place.”
In her capacity as President of the
British Olympic Association, HRH
the Princess Royal, Princess Anne,
attended a series of official events

Lingering aura
So, Team GB knows The British School
as the “secret weapon,” and the medal
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Flags of the world in Guanabara Bay

Great Outdoors

Sailing in Guanabara Bay with the
Sugarloaf granite cone as a backdrop.
Rowing and canoeing on the calm
waters of the Lagoa, overlooked by the
steep forested slopes of Corcovado.
Ocean swimming off the iconic white
sands of Copacabana Beach. Cycling
through the tropical coati-filled
forests of Tijuca National Park. South
America’s first Olympics would be held
in Rio de Janeiro, a spectacular natural
venue. Add to this the sounds of samba
and bossa nova, the colours of a vibrant
Brazilian city and the smile of friendly
locals. The promotional video of Rio’s
2009 bid promises a cool, beautiful,
inspiring sporting event.
Fast-forward to a few months before
the 2016 opening ceremony. Some
organisations are calling for the Games
to be cancelled or moved to another
city. The run-up to the Olympics could
hardly have been worse. The most
severe recession in decades, mixed
with a huge corruption scandal and a
government being toppled. Violence
is on the increase. There are massive
protests. The promise to clean up
Guanabara Bay hasn’t happened, at all.
A little-known virus called zika, borne
by a mosquito, becomes an epidemic
and scares away foreigners. Ticket sales
are low. Venues and infrastructure
projects are behind schedule. Russia
is accused of a state-sponsored
drugs scandal. Even a terrorist attack
becomes a talked-about possibility.
What else could go wrong?
Horses unfazed by flying the searing heat

IN MEMORIAM
1963

2016

(Given as a testimony at Christ Church on the 18th September)
I have to admit that when I was informed of Gaynor’s passing, it came as rather a shock – I could not really accept
it. We had a somewhat close relationship, through her Bible Studies, which she ran extremely efficiently each week
(always providing the sandwiches) but also as Secretary of the BCS, for various reasons. I also knew that behind
the scenes she was “Mother” to half-a-dozen adopted children, as well as Representative for “Wheels of the World“.
Years before, she participated in “Operation Mobilization” going round the world on board the vessel “Doulos” on
an evangelistic mission.
Fireworks explode over the Maracanã
Stadium during the opening ceremony.
They’re a spark that sets alight a mood
of happiness, pride and excitement
among cariocas. For two weeks, families
fill the Boulevard Olímpico, an area
with huge TV screens and food trucks
along the renovated Porto Maravilha
waterfront. Throngs of people hop onto
Linha 4, the new metro line to Barra,
bored through the massive Pedra da
Gávea. Transport to other venues also
works smoothly. Nations of the world
are met by friendly locals and helpful
volunteers. Beaches and bars hum with
foreign visitors.
Sailing
Sailing events are held off Flamengo
Beach. By divine intervention, ocean
currents fill the Bay with clear water.
Regattas with catamarans, lasers,
windsurfers and all sorts of other boats
happen at the same time. Within the
Marina da Glória zone, there are huge
screens, parasols and stands selling
beers in collectable Olympic plastic
cups. All sorts of national flags decorate
triangular sails: from tiny St Lucia to
the antipodean sailing superpowers:
Australia and New Zealand. The Brits
excel, with Giles Scott securing gold
in the Finn class. Saskia Clark and
Hannah Mills (robbed at knifepoint
on the Aterro a year earlier) also get
the precious metal in the 470. In the
49er FX class, Brazilians Martine Grael
Rowers on the Lagoa, watched by Christ
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GAYNOR SMITH

Years before that she, together with her parents Noreen and Roy and other members of her family, were part of the
congregation of the Abbey Church of Minster, on the Isle of Sheppey, North Kent, where my Father had been Vicar
some years before that! Small World! On the south porch of the church is a Sundial Clock – with the inscription
– “My times are in Thy Hand” – Psalm 31 v 15.
SO GAYNOR HAS GONE TO GLORY
Her own record speaks for itself: a truly living sacrifice of service. What an example to follow, and what an
exciting Christian life to live!
It is also very appropriate because Rio is now celebrating the Paralympic Games—obviously close to her heart.
Finally, I prefer to remember Gaynor as she was when she was with us! When my Father passed away, a Priest
consoled my Mother by saying:
Little British rowing supporters

and Kahena Kunze nip ahead of Kiwis
Alexandra Maloney and Molly Meech
to clinch gold. Danes Jena Hansen and
Katja Iversen secure bronze. All three
crews have been training together the
last few years, out of the Rio Yacht
Club in Niterói. Also using the RYC,
Ireland’s Annalise Murphy secures
silver in the laser radial. It’s a good day
for the Emerald Isle.
Rowing and sprint canoeing
The Lagoa is supposed to be flat and
calm, hence a good venue for rowing,
canoeing and kayaking. Not so during
the first couple of days! There are
strong gusts of wind and white horses
on the surface. Oars smash against
small waves. An Australian goes from
first to way down the ranks in her
heat. A couple of athletes even end
up capsizing. Things calm down a
few days later and crews now look as
if they’re skimming effortlessly across
a glassy pond. Near the finish line,
spectators drape flags over grandstand
railings and cheer their nations on.
There’s a strong contingent of Brits
turning out to watch one of Britain’s
favourite Olympic sports, rowing.
Brazil’s canoeing star is Isaquias
Queiroz, who wins three medals (the
only Brazilian athlete ever to do so in
a single Games). As a kid, he learnt
to canoe on traditional boats in his
riverside village in rural Bahia. Similar
stories of Brazilian athletes begin to

“That was the envelope; the letter has gone on!”
By Rupert J. B. Brasier
unfold: a female gymnast who used
to swing from the branches of a guava
tree; boxers and judokas brought up in
Rio’s rough favelas.
Swimsuits, bikes and horses
To the waters of the open sea, off
Copacabana Beach. This is the venue
for the 10km marathon swim. Brazil’s
Poliana Okimoto snatches bronze.
How can people swim so far? The
sea is also the first leg of the Olympic
triathlon, before competitors hop on
their road bikes and then finish off with
a 10km run (in reality, they sprint).
Remarkably, two Yorkshire brothers
win gold and silver: Alistair and Jonny
Brownlee.
The cycling road race takes in some
of Rio’s most spectacular scenery. The
route winds along the coast and zigzags
through the mountainous Tijuca
National Park—more than once. It’s
a tough lane to be in, with searing
tropical sunshine and steep curving
descents. Quite a few cyclists tumble
off their bikes on the way down,
including a horrific high-speed crash
by Holland’s Annemiek Van Vleuten;
she recovers in hospital. Netherlands,
the nation of cyclists, end up being the
top-placed country, with three medals
overall.

Bikes are replaced by horses at the
Equestrian Center in Deodoro. The
first few days, like many other sporting
venues, see almost empty stands.
The sun blazes overhead. On one
day, gunshots are heard emanating
from a nearby favela. They echo in
the international press. Well-trained
horses seem unfazed. They keep their
cool, performing intricate dressage
techniques and jumping over wobbly
fences. Germany lead France and Great
Britain by the end of the competition.
Dreams and emotions
Apart from sports held in the great
outdoors, there’s so much more action
and drama going on. The diving pool

Flags of the world in Guanabara Bay

turns green. A Brazilian wins the pole
vault, upsetting the Frenchman who
cries after the crowd boos him. Arrows
fly through the Sambódromo. A
Jamaican sprinter by the name of Usain
Bolt gets the triple-triple; three golds
in three successive Games. Bob Marley
would be proud. Last but not least, Fiji
win their first ever Olympic medal (a
gold) by thrashing Great Britain in the
final of the Rugby Sevens. The Pacific
island nation erupts in celebration
and national holiday is declared with
immediate effect. That’s what Olympic
dreams are made of! But as we awaken
from the Olympic dream, Rio is still
here, and still ours.
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Rio as a “singular city” – an Olympic legacy?

Rio Olympic Games

[Editor’s Note: This piece is digested
from Theresa Williamson’s chapter in a
forthcoming book: Occupy All Streets:
Olympic Urbanism and Contested
Futures in Rio de Janeiro.Theresa is
the founder ot Catalytic Communities
(CatComm) and editor-in-chief of its
publication Rio on Watch.]
Since the official legacy promises are
well known, let’s look at what might be
considered the ‘real’ list of legacies –
yes, positive ones – from these Games
for Rio’s average and low-income,
citizens; in other words, the real-world
positive outcomes experienced in Rio
as a result of hosting the Games. We’ll
end with a possible positive scenario
for the future.
- Real legacy #1: growing quality
and quantity of international media
attention
Fortunately, the Olympics brought a
huge swarm of international media
attention and scrutiny. International
media rarely had offices in Rio and were
not familiar with the inner workings
of the city and its government. Rarely
did reporters quote everyday cariocas,
particularly from the favelas. Favelas
were seen as no-go zones, stereotyped,
stigmatized
and
sensationalized
from a safe distance over decades by
journalists.
Shortly after the Olympic decision,
freelance journalists from a number
of countries began setting up shop
and seeking to understand the city;
others began visiting Rio regularly.
They were quickly followed by
Latin America correspondents for a
number of international outlets, who
moved from elsewhere to Rio; some
publications moved their top global
reporters to Rio; and in some cases
entire regional offices moved to or
opened up in Rio.
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All of a sudden the international media
was present here, and publicizing the
problems associated with the Games,
beginning with the evictions in Favela
do Metrô in 2011, for the World Cup.
The topic of forced evictions alone
has been intensely documented as
one of the most talked-about negative
consequences of the Games, with some
70,000 people removed from their
homes, more than any other in Rio
history.
- Real legacy #2: deepened
questioning and social catharsis
The Olympic Games have thus gifted
an unexpected legacy to Rio: the
outside perspective that has provided
the essential spark for the local
social catharsis that is inevitable and
necessary. Examples include the great
Brazil race debate that’s been taking
place in the international media, while
local media are ambivalent. Stories
ranging from multi-month research
to smaller pieces have been translated
and shared widely in Brazil.
In addition to ushering in an age of
nuance in favela reporting and public
debate over Rio’s deep historic divides,
the global media presence in Rio has led
a number of Olympic legacy promises
and impacts to be publicly questioned.
These include the discovery of the
extreme level of pollution in Rio’s
Guanabara Bay where Olympic sailing
took place. Water that cariocas had
been recreating in for decades and
taking for granted as it was, all of a
sudden became a public issue in Rio,
thanks to the global media.

Letter to the Editor
The planning, organisation, execution and promotion of the Rio de Janeiro Olympic and
Paralympic Games were an absolute success! Our city showed itself capable of carrying
out highly complex events while simultaneously spreading marvelous portraits of Rio de
Janeiro which will certainly increase its attractiveness as a tourist destination.
But I believe the principal legacy will be the changed way in which people look at the
physically handicapped, and, most likely, how they view themselves. The population will
never again look at the handicapped in the same fashion. They showed themselves to be
competent and courageous, and they taught the world a lesson in dignity, in “garra” – the
gutsy will to win over difficulties.

the death of

James A. H. Tawse
1922 – 2016

May he rest in peace.

Pedro Solberg
- Real legacy #3: mainstream global
questioning of the value of the games
One of the primary legacies of Rio
hosting the 2016 Olympic Games is
what it has taught the world about
urbanism, inequality, poorly applied
power, the IOC and impacts of megaevents on cities. Rio is the first city
to experience the costs of Olympic
developments so publicly, and thus to
make them global public knowledge.
As a result of Rio and the accumulation
of past experience, fewer and fewer
cities are vying for future Games.
The massive investments for the games
and presence of the global press in Rio
took place in the context of massive
growth in social media. Though social
media’s growth in Brazil has no direct
relationship with the 2016 Olympic
Games, the fact that the Games’
implementation
cycle
occurred
simultaneously with the expansion
of social media in the country - now
second in the world both on Facebook
and Twitter – means that for the first
time in Olympic history the day-today impacts were documented by
those experiencing them on-theground.

It took several years for the mainstream
media to catch on, but today one can say
that real-time news from the favelas can
reach the world in a matter of minutes.
- Real legacy #4: the growth of more
organized and networked civil society
Access to social media, combined with the
brute force and sheer volume of resources
shaping pre-Olympic Rio, have played a
key role in emboldening and uniting social
movements and facilitating organizing,
including that which led to the largest
public uprising in Rio since the early 1990s,
the June 2013 protest where at least 300,000
cariocas took to the streets.
The combination of rapid, top-down
regeneration of the city in a highly social,
democratic context experiencing this
boom in social media access and use by
traditionally marginalized communities
has created the unexpected legacy of the
games offering favela residents the chance
to reach mass audiences with their own
message of, on the one hand, indignation
and on the other, community qualities such
as resilience and strength.
- Real legacy #5: favelas are increasingly
viewed with nuance and recognition of
their struggle,value and qualities
We are therefore seeing a reduction in the
stigmatization of one of the world’s most
widely known urban communities, due to
the combination of community access to
social media and global attention. In fact,
increasingly, favelas are being recognized
for their qualities.

Parque Radical, Deodoro

The BCS records with sadness

As one example, since the 1992 Earth
Summit when the community began its
long trek to reestablish a vocation for its
residents, Vale Encantado – located in

VLT - Centro, Rio de Janeiro

the middle of Rio’s Tijuca Forest – has
developed its own local cuisine, opened
a cooperative restaurant, installed locally
produced solar panels, gardens, and
most recently biodigesters – including
one recently launched that will make the
community’s sewage the cleanest in Rio.
If we base ourselves in the traditional
stigmatizing view of favelas, Vale
Encantado sounds absolutely unique. And
it is. But not because it is a rare example of
a favela containing assets. Rather, because
it is uniquely itself. The same applies to
Vila Autódromo whose residents were
so committed to their community and
its memory that they gave the City of Rio
its greatest resistance struggle. Or the
South Zone’s Vidigal with its vital history
as an 80-year-old favela with luxuriant
ocean views that received the Pope in 1980,
today known for culture and friendliness
that led it to be the focal point of favela
gentrification in recent years.
- Real legacy #6: igniting the possibility of
an alternative ‘singular city’ urban model
Ironically, it is precisely the intensely
corporate-dominated vision of policymaking and economic development in
Rio de Janeiro during the pre-Olympic
period that has ignited alternative visions

of Rio, and that could one day give way to
a new model of city, which we may call the
‘Singular City.’
What is a Singular City? A city that
recognizes its unique localized attributes
and, through careful cultivation of those
attributes, through citizen-led channels,
develops in singular ways that distribute
gains across the population.
Rio has long attempted to create a
corporate city, which has resulted in
exacerbated urban problems of spatial,
economic and social inequalities.
However, the conditions for Rio as
a Singular City ae present, as a direct
result from the mass descent of the global
media upon Rio, combined with the
simultaneous rise of social media across
Rio’s favelas. The exposure of the brutal
consequences of urban redevelopment
has fomented a growing awakening,
in which the city’s deep divisions are
coming to a head and creating demand
for the Singular City.
* Theresa’s original article is available at
the August issue of Open Democracy’s
publication: <https://opendemocracy.net/
theresa-williamson/rio-s-real-vs-unmetolympic-legacies-what-they-tell-us-aboutfuture-of-cities> .
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The only authentic
Thai restaurant
in Rio!

OCTOBER
01 Sat.: a nnual SAS x MOGA golf match & Quaich trophy.
Teresópolis Golf Club
02 Sun.: M
 unicipal Elections, first round
04 Tue.: S AS Ceilidh with Iain MacPhail´s band.
Paissandu Club, Leblon

08 Sat.: S AS/BCS annual Caledonian Ceilidh with Iain
MacPhail´s band. Jubilee Hall, Botafogo

All credit cards accepted
Reservations and delivery:

21 2259-2962
Rua Rainha Guilhermina 95B - Leblon
Open Mondays from 7pm to Midnight
Tuesdays to Thursdays from 12pm to Midnight
Fridays and Saturdays from 12pm to 1 am
Sundays from 12 pm to 10:30 pm
e-mail: namthai@namthai.com.br
www.namthai.com.br

12 Wed.: Holiday. N. Sra. Aparecida
15 Sat.: Carioca Cricket Club match
16 Sun.: Brazil Summer Time begins
17 Mon.: AmSoc Extraordinary General Meeting

Calendar

07 Fri.: B
 ritCham 100th Anniversary Dinner, speaker: Dr
Sergio Moro

30 Sun.: European Summer Times ends
30 Sun.: Municipal Elections, second round

NOVEMBER
01 Tue.: AmSoc Halloween Happy Hour
02 Wed.: Holiday. All Souls’ Day

Condé Clinic

Women’s Healthcare Center
Obstetrics • Gynecology • Vaccine center
Medical, nutritional, physiotherapy services
Tests • Preventive care
Shopping Cassino Atlântico, Copacabana
phones: +55 21 3802-6331 / 99934-6331
www.clinicaconde.com.br

04 Fri.: Beatles Choir, Olho da Rua, Rua Bambina 6
06 Sun.: USA Daylight Savings Time ends
08 Tue.: US Election Night View Party, J.W.Marriott
13 Sun.: Remembrance Day Service, Christ Church
15 Tues.: Holiday. Proclamation of the Republic
19 Sat.: RBL Remembrance Bake-Off and Tea Party
20 Sun.: Black Conscience Day
24 Thu.: AmSoc Thanksgiving J.W.Marriott

PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH TEACHER
LUIZ SOUZA

QUALIFIED MA IN APPLIED LINGUISTICS. CLASSES AT YOUR
PLACE OR WORK - PHONE +55 (21) 987376899 OR EMAIL:
SOUZA.LUIZ1963@GMAIL.COM

PSYCHOTHERAPY

VIVIANE RICHARDSON

Clinical Psychologist. Experience with expatS
and cross-cultural issues.
Lived many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA.
Practice at Botafogo - Rua Voluntários da PáTria 190.
Appointment by phone +55 (21) 99966.9494
or email vivianerichardson@gmail.com

DECEMBER
02-04: Carioca Cricket Tour to Lima, Peru
03 Sat.: WDA Christmas Bazaar, Jubilee Hall, 2 pm.
10 Sat.: BCS Christmas Party
21 Wed.: TBS Last day of Term 2
25 Sun.: Christmas Day
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